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DOUBLE REFRACTION - BIREFRINGENCE

Discovered by Dr Dane Erasmus Bartholinus in 1669.



Geometry of calcite crystal

Is a uniaxial crystal. Known as Iceland spar.
Crystallized hydrated Calcium carbonate
(CaCO3).Hexagonal system.





DOUBLE REFRACTION - BIREFRINGENCE

• A material which displays two different indices of refraction, is
said to be ‘birefringent’. When a ray enters such a crystal, it splits
into two rays. This phenomenon is known as double refractionor
birefringence. Examples are: Calcite, Tourmaline, Quartz, etc.

CALCITE: Also known as calcium carbonate (CaCO3). Calcite has 
Rhombohedron structure, with each face a parallelogram whose 
angles are 780 5’ and 1010 55’. angles are 780 5’ and 1010 55’. 
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Optic axis

The line passing through either of 
the blunt corners, oriented so that 
it makes equal angles with each 
face and is known as ‘optic axis’.
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Geometry of calcite crystal

Is  a uniaxial crystal. Known as Iceland spar. 
Crystallized hydrated Calcium carbonate 
(CaCO3).Hexagonal system.
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SIX FACES EACH IS PARALLELOGRAM OF ANGLES 1020 AND 
780. CORNERS D AND H ARE SUC THAT THREE ANGLES OF THE 
FACES MEETING THERE ARE 1020.SUCH CORNERS ARE 
CALLED BLUNT CORNERS.
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RHOMBOHEDRON

LINE THROUGH DH IS THE DIRECTION OF OPTIC AXIS .
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ANY LINE PARALLEL TO THIS LINE REPRESENTS THE
OPTIC AXIS.

Characteristics of optic axis:
• The optic axis is a direction only not a particular
line.
•A ray of unpolarized light traveling along the
optic axis does not split into ordinary and
extraordinaryrays.extraordinaryrays.

• Optical properties of crystal are symmetrical
about
an optic axis.
•Uniaxial crystal contain one optic axis.
•Biaxial crystal contain two optic axis.
Borax, Mica.
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A plane which contains the optic axis and is perpendicular to the 
opposite faces of the crystal is known as principal section of crystal.
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Principal section always cuts the surface of a calcite crystal.
In a parallogram with angles 1020 and 780.
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Principal section of calcite crystal

Crystal has six faces so there are three principal sections.



Optic axis (principal axis)

Tourmaline crystal



• when unpolarized light passes through a uniaxial crystal it 
splits up into two refracted rays.

ONE RAY OBEYS THE LAWS OF
REFRACTION, KNOWN AS ORDINARY RAY (O-
ray).

OTHER RAY DOES NOT OBEY THE SNEL’S LAW FOR WHICH
(sin i/sin r) DOESNOT REMAIN CONSTANT,KNOWN AS(sin i/sin r) DOESNOT REMAIN CONSTANT,KNOWN AS
EXTRAORDINARY RAY (E-ray).

Both rays are plane polarized. The vibrations of ordinary
Ray are perpendicular to the principal section of the crystal
While vibrations of the extraordinary ray are in the plane
of The principal section of the crystal.
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• The ordinary ray is plane polarized in the principal
plane of the crystal. vibraions of the ordinary ray are
perpendicular to the principal plane of the crystal.

• Extraordinary ray is polarized in the plane at right
angle to the principal plane. Its vibrations are in the
principal plane.

• Refractiveindexof thematerial for ordinaryray is µ• Refractiveindexof thematerial for ordinaryray is µo
= sini/sinro.

• Difference between the refractive indices for O ray
and E ray is known as birefringence =(µo-µe)



• Both rays travel along the same path but with different velocities 

in a direction perpendicular to the optic axis.

• Sum of the intensities of the two rays equal to the intensity of the 

incident ray.

• In calcite and tourmaline the velocity of O ray is less than velocity 

of E ray. –ve crystal.

v < v so µµµµ > µµµµ and r > rvo < ve so µµµµo > µµµµe and re > r o

• In quartz the velocity of O ray is greater than velocity of E ray.

vo > ve so µµµµo < µµµµe and re < ro

• For extraordinary ray the refractive index of the crystal is 

different in different direction for the ray so E-ray travels with 

different velocities in different directions inside the crystal
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Unxial and Bi-axial Crystals

When a ray of unpolarised light is incident on a certain 
special crystal (known as doubly refracting crystal) 
there are two refracted rays. Such crystals are of two 
types

1. Unaxiale.g.: calcite (Iceland spar) , tourmaline and quartz1. Unaxiale.g.: calcite (Iceland spar) , tourmaline and quartz

2. Bi-axial e.g.: topaz and aragonite



In Uniaxial crystals there is one direction, known as
optice axis, along which the two refracted rays travel
with the same velocity. Moreover in these crystals one
of the two refracted rays obey the ordinary law of
refraction; while the other refracted ray does not follow
theselaws.theselaws.

In biaxial crystals there are two optic axes and none
of the refracted rays follows the ordinary law of
refraction.





Geometry of calcite crystal:

Iceland spar or calcite crystal is colourless transplant
crystal belonging to hexagonal crystal system. In nature
it is found in several forms. A piece of calcite of any
shape readily breakes into simplerhombohedronsas
shown in figure. The rhombohedrons or rhomb is
boundedby six faces,eachof which is a parallelogramboundedby six faces,eachof which is a parallelogram
of angles 102° and 78°. At two diametrically opposite
corners, all the angles of the faces meeting there are
obtuse. These two corners A and B are termed as blunt
corners of the crystal. At the rest of six corners,two
angles are acute and remaining one is obtuse.





Optic Axis:

A line passing through any one of the blunt corners and
making equal angles with each of three edges which
meet there gives the direction of the optic axis. In fact
any line parallel to this line represents the optic axis.
Thus optic axis is not a line, but it is a direction.
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Principal section when 
all edges are equal.

A plane containing the optic axis and perpendicular to
the opposite faces of the crystal is called the principal
section of the crystal for pair of faces. As a crystal has
six faces, therefore for every point inside the crystal
there are three principal sections corresponding to each
pair of opposite faces. A principal section also cuts the
surfaces of a calcite crystals in parallelogram with
angles 109° and 71°.

Principal Sections of the crystal:
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Principal Plane

�The plane containing the optic axis and the ordinary ray is 
called the principal plane of the ordinary ray.

�Similarly the plane containing optic axis and the extraordinary 
ray is called the principal plane of the extraordinary ray. In 
general the two principal planes do not coincide. 

�Under the particular case, when the plane of incidence is the 
principal section of the crystal, then the Principal planes of O 
and E rays and the principal section of the crystal coincide.
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e-ray (does not obey law of refraction.

o-ray (obeys law of refraction)

optic axis

• •• •• •• • • •
1. Along optic axis double refraction absent and v0 = 

ve. 
2. Perpendicular to the optic axis double refraction 

absent. In this case both the rays travel along the optic axis
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absent. In this case both the rays travel along the 
same direction but different velocities i.e. v0 < ve

(calcite, tourmaline, etc.) and v0>ve (quartz crystal 
etc.)

3. In calcite and tourmaline µo > µe and re > ro and 
in quartz µo < µe and re < ro.

4. µe is different in different directions hence e-ray 
travels with different velocities in different 
directions inside the crystal

5. µe-µo measures of birefringence.
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Nicol prism

William Nicol (1828)

Construction: A calcite crystal whose length is 
nearly three times more than its width is taken. Faces 
A’B’CD’ and EF’G’H’ containing two blunt corners 
A’ and G’ are grinded and polishes such that angle C 
and E of principal section A’CG’E reduces from 710

to 680. The crystal is then cut along AKGL. The cut 
surfaces ground are polished and then cemented 
together using Canada Balsam. Canada Balsam is a K
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together using Canada Balsam. Canada Balsam is a 
clear and transparent substance with an index of 
refraction about midway between µ0 and µE. 
Optically, Canada Balsam is denser for e-ray and 
rarer for o-ray.The e-ray therefore is refracted into 
the Canada Balsam and on through the calcite 
crystal, whereas o-ray will be totally internally 
reflected for suitably chosen angle of incidence. Thus 
Nicol prism removes one of the two plane polarized 
rays and gives one plane polarized emergent ray (e-
ray).
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E-ray

O-ray

For total internal 
reflection, o-ray should be 
incident at Canada Balsam 
layer at critical angle given 
as:G

A C

E

069

658.1

=


This critical angle limits the angle of incidence to 140 at the 
air calcite surface.



Limitations- 1.
2.



polarizer analyser

Nicol prism can be used as polarizer as well as analyzer. 
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polarizer analyser

intensity’
maximum

O ray

E ray
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Real 
Polarizers

Air-spaced polarizer


